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Hong Kong Exchanges and Clearing Limited and The Stock Exchange of Hong Kong Limited take no 
responsibility for the contents of this announcement, make no representation as to its accuracy or 
completeness and expressly disclaim any liability whatsoever for any loss howsoever arising from or in 
reliance upon the whole or any part of the contents of this announcement.

Creative China Holdings Limited
中國創意控股有限公司

(Incorporated in the Cayman Islands with limited liability)
(Stock code: 8368)

INSIDE INFORMATION
FRAMEWORK AGREEMENT

IN RELATION TO A POSSIBLE ACQUISITION

This announcement is made by the Company pursuant to Rule 17.10 of the GEM Listing Rules and the 
Inside Information Provisions (as defined in the GEM Listing Rules) under Part XIVA of the Securities 
and Futures Ordinance (Chapter 571 of the Laws of Hong Kong).

POSSIBLE ACQUISITION

The Board announces that after trading hours on 7 September 2016, the Company entered into the 
Framework Agreement with the Vendors and the Target Company pursuant to which the Company 
intends to designate a subsidiary to acquire and the Vendors intend to sell 51% of the interest of the 
Target Company. Set out below are the major terms of the Framework Agreement:

FRAMEWORK AGREEMENT

Date

7 September 2016 (after trading hours of the Stock Exchange)

Parties

(a) the Company;

(b) 北京創視興管理諮詢合夥企業（有限合夥） (Beijing Chuangshixing Management and Consulting 
Partnership (Limited Partnership)*) (as the First Vendor);

(c) 湖南京江南資訊科技合夥企業（有限合夥） (Hunan J i ng j i angnan In fo rma t ion Techno logy 
Partnership (Limited Partnership)*) (as the Second Vendor);
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(d) 北京瑞德文化發展合夥企業（有限合夥） (Beijing Ruide Cultural Development Partnership (Limited 
Partnership)*) (as the Third Vendor); and

(e) Capital Land Digital Entertainment Co., Limited. (as the Target Company)

As of the date of this announcement, the Target Company is owned as to 45% by the First Vendor, as to 
35% by the Second Vendor and as to the remaining 20% by the Third Vendor.

To the best of the Directors’ knowledge, information and belief having made all reasonable enquiries, 
as at the date of this announcement, each of the Vendors and its connected persons (as defined under the 
GEM Listing Rules) and its ultimate beneficial owner are Independent Third Parties.

Information on the Target Company

The Target Company is principally engaged in the technical development, consultancy and promotion 
of digital entertainment platform in the PRC. It also provides services on the relevant fundamental and 
application software.

Refundable Deposit

Pursuant to the Framework Agreement, the Purchaser shall pay to the Target Company RMB5,000,000 as 
the Refundable Deposit within three days from the date of the Framework Agreement.

In the event that the Vendors and the Purchase enter into the Formal Agreement, the Refundable Deposit 
will be transferred as part of the capital injection into the Target Company. In the event that no Formal 
Agreement is entered between the parties, the Target Company shall refund the Refundable Deposit in 
full amount to the Purchaser.

The Refundable Deposit will be paid from the internal resources of the Group.

Consideration

The maximum consideration for the Possible Acquisition is intended to be set at RMB122,400,000, 
which consists of (i) capital injection of RMB24,000,000 into the Target Company to be paid upon the 
Completion; (ii) RMB37,200,000 to be paid to the Vendors upon the Completion; (iii) RMB25,500,000 
and RMB35,700,000 to be paid to the Vendors after Completion, conditional on the Target Company’s 
achievement of specific performance target as at 30 June 2017 and 30 June 2018, respectively.

Except for the capital injection of RMB24,000,000 into the Target Company, the Company may elect, at 
its sole discretion, to settle the consideration of the Possible Acquisition payable to the Vendors in cash 
or by way of issuance of consideration Shares to the Vendors (or their nominees) or a combination of 
both.
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The total consideration and payment terms of the Possible Acquisition have not been finalised and are 
subject to adjustments that may be agreed between the Company and the Vendor upon entering into the 
Formal Agreement.

Due diligence

Pursuant to the Framework Agreement, the Company will commence, conduct and finish due diligence 
exercises on the Target Company within 15 days from the date of the Framework Agreement. The 
Vendors shall provide complete and accurate information of the Target Company as required for the due 
diligence purpose. The period of the due diligence exercise may extend if there is any delay due to laws 
and regulations or other matters not related to the Purchaser.

Exclusivity

Pursuant to the Framework Agreement, the Vendors and the Target Company may not negotiate with any 
third party for the sale or transfer of any interest in the Target Company during the Exclusivity Period.

Binding Effect

Save and except for the clauses in relation to the Refundable Deposit, exclusivity, governing law, 
confidentiality and binding effect, which shall be binding and enforceable upon signing of the 
Framework Agreement, the Framework Agreement is not intended to and does not create any legally 
binding obligations on the parties in relation to the Possible Acquisition.

The terms of the Framework Agreement were arrived after arm’s length negotiations between the 
Company and the Vendors. The Directors consider that the transactions contemplated under the 
Framework Agreement are on normal commercial terms and the terms of the Framework Agreement are 
fair and reasonable and are in the interests of the Company and the Shareholders as a whole.

Termination

The Framework Agreement will automatically terminate upon the earlier of (a) the parties thereto 
entering into the Formal Agreement before the expiry of the Exclusivity Period; (b) the expiry of the 
Exclusivity Period; or (c) the Purchaser and the Vendors mutually agree in writing to discontinue the 
negotiation on the Possible Acquisition.

REASONS FOR AND BENEFITS OF THE POSSIBLE ACQUISITION

The entertainment market in the PRC is growing rapidly. Most of the revenue of the movie industry 
mainly represents the box office. The proportion of revenue derived from post-cinema market is 
significantly lower than other mature markets, for example, the United States of America and the Europe. 
Post-cinema market (including the business of films on demand after the films were off from the cinema) 
is an enormous market with great potential, which is expected to have an explosive growth in the coming 
future. Since 2011, the entertainment market in the PRC has been moving from a single form to a pan-
entertainment form with IP (intellectual property) as its core. It created a unique and innovative concept 
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– “Multiple entertainment experience under one IP”. In addition, due to the change in spending pattern of 
customers in entertainment in recent years, the utilisation rate of the traditional entertainment locations 
(for example, karaoke boxes, internet cafes, etc.) are decreasing. Most of the owners are actively seeking 
business transformation opportunities. Also, as the traditional cinemas cannot fulfil the consumers’ 
personalised needs and many regions in the PRC are still unable to support the scale of traditional 
cinemas with its local population, there are more and more mini-cinemas starting up in the PRC. There 
are over 12,000 mini-cinemas in the PRC currently. However, high quality contents are the most needed 
resources for karaoke boxes, internet cafes and mini-cinemas.

The Target Company is engaged in the development and operation of a digital entertainment platform. 
It integrates and consolidates a large volume of high quality contents including movies, sport events, 
celebrities live broadcasting, video games, virtual reality, music, etc. It has developed an innovative 
system combing the functions of store operation management, movie broadcasting control, product 
retails, online ticketing, online visitor redirection and social network interaction. It provides an overall 
solution for integrated entertainment content provision and related services. Nowadays, the post-cinema 
market is growing rapidly in the PRC. As at July 2016, there are over 12,000 commercial mini-cinemas 
and customised cinemas in the PRC with over 50 million of visitors per year. The market capacity can be 
up to over 500,000 mini-cinemas with annual revenue of over a hundred of billion RMB. The conversion 
from single form entertainment to integrated digital entertainment is the hot spot of the cultural market 
in the PRC. According to the Ministry of Culture of the PRC, there are over 2 million karaoke rooms and 
150,000 internet cafes with 15 millions of PC screens in the PRC. The large scale transformation of these 
entertainment businesses to the provision of integrated digital entertainment, including movies, sport 
events, celebrities live broadcasting, virtual reality, video games etc., is about to come. In addition, while 
the development of pan-entertainment market in the PRC has just started, the huge demand in digital 
entertainment in hotels and business entertainment venues are yet to be unearthed. The market size can 
be over hundreds of billion RMB. The digital entertainment platform of the Target Company directly 
obtains the authorisation of high quality contents from famous IP holders, including Youku Tudou, Wasu 
Group, Hualu Media, 1905 Film Net, CIBN, Mitime Motorsports, Kunsun Culture and Xinxuan. It targets 
to achieve national market coverage in the PRC through intermediates and provides contents to the 
entertainment locations like karaoke boxes, mini-cinemas, hotels and internet cafes through the platform. 
Consumers will have a wide range of choices in terms of environment, timing and contents through the 
platform. With the increasing market demand of personalised services, this business model is of great 
development potential.

As the post-cinema market will be the growth engine of the movie market in the PRC and the 
development of pan-entertainment market in the PRC has just started, with the leading scale and 
innovative business model of the Target Company, the Board believes that the model will become one 
of the mainstream forms of entertainment. Furthermore, the Target Company has already entered into 
contracts with a number of famous content providers in the PRC and a number of intermediates of 
karaoke boxes, mini cinemas, hotels and internet cafes. It is ready for the great business opportunities 
ahead. The Board believes the demand of personalised entertainment is expanding, and there is great 
potential of the market that the Target Company engaged in. Contents of movies, music, sport events 
and video games, etc., can be implanted into the digital entertainment platform to develop a pan-
entertainment system. In addition, the digital entertainment platform can lead the integration and 
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consolidation of resources in the industry. It provides a channel to content suppliers to a market with 
great potential and provides opportunities to downstream entertainment industries to fully utilise their 
capacities. With reference to other internet-related industries, the platform owners have far higher 
competitive advantage and bargaining power compared to other participants in the supply chain. The 
Target Company can also explore other related revenue streams like booking commissions, sales of 
derivatives products, online-to-offline (O2O) sales, advertisement etc. Therefore, the Board believes the 
Possible Acquisition has great potential and provides the Group with great business opportunities.

GENERAL

The Board wishes to emphasise that the Possible Acquisition is subject to the entering into the Formal 
Agreement between the parties. Shareholders and potential investors of are urged to exercise caution 
when dealing in the securities of the Company.

Should the Possible Acquisition be materialised, it may constitute a notifiable transaction for the 
Company under the GEM Listing Rules. Further announcement(s) will be made by the Company as and 
when appropriate in compliance with the GEM Listing Rules.

Definitions

In this announcement, the following expressions have the meanings set out below unless the context 
requires otherwise:

“1905 Film Net” 一九零五（北京）網絡科技有限公司 (1905 (Be i j i ng ) Ne twork 
Technology Co., Ltd.*), a company established in the PRC with limited 
liability

“Board” board of the directors of the Company

“CIBN” 國廣東方網絡（北京）有限公司 (China International Eastern Broadcast 
Network (Beijing) Limited*), a company established in the PRC with 
limited liability

“Company” Creative China Holdings Limited, a company incorporated in the 
Cayman Islands with limited liability, the Shares of which are listed on 
the GEM (Stock code: 8368)

“Completion” the completion of the Possible Acquisition contemplated under the 
Framework Agreement

“Director(s)” the director(s) of the Company

“Exclusivity Period” the period of 60 days after the date of the Framework Agreement (or 
such other date as the Vendors and the Company may agree)
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“First Vendor” 北京創視興管理諮詢合夥企業（有限合夥） (Beij ing Chuangshixing 
Management and Consulting Partnership (Limited Partnership)*), one 
of the Vendors under the Framework Agreement, being a partnership 
established in the PRC with limited liability

“Formal Agreement’’ the legally binding agreement to be entered into between the Vendors 
and the Company or the Purchaser in relation to the Possible 
Acquisition

“Framework Agreement” the framework agreement entered into between the Company and the 
Vendors on 7 September 2016 in relation to the Possible Acquisition

“GEM” the Growth Enterprise Market of the Stock Exchange

“GEM Listing Rules” the Rules Governing the Listing of Securities on the GEM

“Group” the Company and its subsidiaries

“HK$” Hong Kong dollars, the lawful currency of Hong Kong

“Hong Kong” the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region of the PRC

“Hualu Media” 北京華錄新媒信息技術有限公司 (Hualu Media Information Technology 
Limited*), a company established in the PRC with limited liability

“Independent Third 
Party(ies)”

a party who is not a connected person (as defined in the GEM Listing 
Rules) of the Company and who together with its ultimate beneficial 
owner(s) are independent of the Company and of the connected persons 
(as defined in the GEM Listing Rules) of the Company

“Mitime Motorsports” 銘泰賽車運動有限公司 (Mitime Motorsports Limited*), a company 
established in the PRC with limited liability

“Kunsun Culture” 北京昆尚文化傳媒有限責任公司 (Beijing Kunsun Culture Media Co., 
Ltd.), a company established in the PRC with limited liability

“PRC” the People’s Republic of China (excluding, for the purposes of this 
announcement, Hong Kong, Macau and Taiwan)

“Possible Acquisition” the Possible acquisition of 51% interests of the Target Company by the 
Purchaser from the Vendors

“Purchaser” a subsidiary of the Company to be designated by the Company as the 
purchaser for the purpose of the Possible Acquisition
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“Refundable Deposit” a refundable deposit of RMB5,000,000 payable by the Company to the 
Target Company pursuant to the Framework Agreement

“RMB” Renminbi, the lawful currency of the PRC

“Second Vendor” 湖南京江南資訊科技合夥企業（有限合夥） (Hunan J i ng j i angnan 
Information Technology Partnership (Limited Partnership)*), one of 
the Vendors under the Framework Agreement, being a partnership 
established in the PRC with limited liability

“Share(s)’’ ordinary share(s) of HK$0.01 each in the share capital of the Company

“Shareholder(s)” holders of the Share(s) of the Company

“Stock Exchange’’ The Stock Exchange of Hong Kong Limited

“Target Company” Capital Land Digital Entertainment Co., Limited. , a company 
established in the PRC with limited liability

“Third Vendor” 北京瑞德文化發展合夥企業（有限合夥） (Be i j i ng Ru ide Cu l tu r a l 
Development Partnership (Limited Partnership)*), one of the Vendors 
under the Framework Agreement, being a partnership established in the 
PRC with limited liability

“Vendors” collectively the First Vendor, the Second Vendor and the Third Vendor

“Wasu Group” 華數傳媒網絡有限公司 (Wasu Media Network Limited*), a company 
established in the PRC with limited liability

“Xinxuan” 北京星絢文化傳播有限公司 (Beijing Xinxuan Cultural Communication 
Limited*), a company established in the PRC with limited liability

“Youku Tudou” 合一信息技術（北京）有限公司 (Youku Tudou Inc . ) , a company 
established in the PRC with limited liability

“%” per cent

By order of the Board
Creative China Holdings Limited

Philip Jian Yang
Chairman & Executive Director

Hong Kong, 7 September 2016
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As at the date of this announcement, the Board of Directors of the Company comprises Mr. Philip 
Jian Yang, Mr. Li Lin, Mr. Yang Shiyuan and Mr. Sun Rui as executive directors; Mr. Ge Xuyu and Mr. 
Wang Yong as non-executive directors; and Mr. Li Fei, Mr. Law Kin Ho and Mr. Tan Song Kwang as 
independent nonexecutive directors.

*the English translations of Chinese names or words in this announcement, where indicated, are included 
for information purpose only, and should not be regarded as the official English translation of such 
Chinese names or words.
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